A theory of the satellite structure of the core-level photoemission spectrum of transition metals is presented.
..
-3-X-ray photoemission spectroscopy has become an invaluable tool to study electron-electron interactions 1n transition metals. This has been caused by the richness of structure found in the spectra, which differ considerably from the naive picture to be expected from simple one-electron theory. Nickel in particular has been the subject of several .
. 'V--6/ .
'\.4, 7/ recent stud1es, both exper1mental ~and theoret1cal ~;
these studies have been correlated to others involving Auger treat this many-body effect by which a conduction band hole is repeatedly and coherently scattered by the photoelectron hole. The t-matrix approach is particularly successful for almost full or almost empty d-bands, and consequently nickel metal is the ideal material to which we could apply it. We have calculated the satellite structure for the 2pX c?re spectrum of nickel in this model. Our calculation is based on the following premises:
1) The observed spectrum I(w) can be obtained by convolution of the intrinsic loss spectrum B(w) with the natural shape I 0 (w) of the core line
·~ the function I 0 (w) is assumed to be a lorentzian whose width is determined from the experimental spectrum.
2) The loss spectrum is calculated by means of the . 1 . ,,5/ '
where the kernel p(w) is the excitation spectrum of the system.
3) The excitation spectrum of interacting pairs 1n
(1) ( 2) .the conduction d-band of a transition metal is given by~y
In -6-41 The t-matrix is calculated by standard procedures
here V, T and G are (lOxlO) matrices, and
-+
where Gv(k,E) is the unperturbed Green's function.
5) For the scattering potential due to the core hole we do not perform a complete self-c9nsistent calculation.
Instead we choose a phenomenological two-parameter scattering potential matrix such that V =V 1 ; V ,=V 2 if v and v'
correspond to the same spin; and Vvv'=O for two bands of opposite spin. This corresponds to approximating the interaction by a purely intra-atomic one, with momentum-independent band mixing.
6) The band-by-band density of state functions Dv(E) have been calculated'<)/for the "canonical" d-band structure~;Y of the face-centered cubic metals and are available to us.
7) The calculation was performed for both ferromagnetic and paramagnetic nickel. In the first case the two spins were displaced by an exchange constant and the Fermi level was set so as to have 5 electrons in the majority spins ; as can be seen in Figure 2 the peak is reduced in size and shifted to higher loss energy.
• c
It may seem counter-intuitive that a matrlx element of lOeV gives an excitation energy of 5.leV. Consider, however, the-limiting case v 2 =o. Then only the unfilled spin-bands co~tribtite, and the condition for a discrete state of energy
where v refers to one unfilled spin-band and £ is an average 
